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exual dimorphism in nociception and opioid antinociception
has been extensively documented in humans (1–4) and laboratory animals (5–9). Nevertheless, underlying molecular mechanisms causally associated with sex-dependent nociception and
opioid antinociception remain enigmatic. For example, there is
little mechanistic understanding of why women are more likely
than men to experience myriad chronic pain syndromes (1–3) as
well as recurrent pain, more severe levels of pain, and pain of
longer duration (10). Similarly, reports of more robust κ-opioid
receptor (KOR) antinociception in females vs. males (11–14) are
not accompanied by compelling mechanistic rationales.
In addition to proposed genetic contributions (15), the milieu
of ovarian sex steroids is thought to contribute to sex-dependent
nociception (5, 6) and opioid antinociception (5, 16). However,
sex steroid molecular targets and their altered functionality that
are relevant to sex-dependent nociception and opioid antinociception are not deﬁned. This laboratory reported (17) that
the antinociception produced by intrathecal (i.t.) morphine
results from the sex-based differential recruitment of spinal analgesic components. In males, spinal morphine antinociception
results from the exclusive activation of spinal μ-opioid receptor
(MOR). In contrast, in females, spinal morphine antinociception
requires the concomitant activation of spinal MOR and KOR
(17). The most parsimonious explanation for this sex-dependent
dichotomy would be the female-speciﬁc recruitment of spinal
MOR/KOR heterodimers.
We investigated the hypothesized sexually dimorphic expression in spinal cord of MOR/KOR heterodimers by comparing
their presence in the spinal cord of male, proestrous and diestrous
rats as well as rats subjected to ovariectomy. Here, we report that
expression of MOR/KOR heterodimers in spinal cord of females
was not only dependent on the stage of the estrous cycle but was
also substantially greater than in spinal cord of males. Parallel in
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1009923107

vivo quantitative pharmacological analyses indicated that heterodimeric MOR/KOR is likely to be the molecular transducer for
the female-speciﬁc dynorphin/KOR component of spinal morphine antinociception.
Results
MOR and KOR Form Heterodimers in Spinal Cord. Immunoprecipitate obtained from spinal cord membranes using anti-KOR antibodies contained a ≈120-kDa molecular mass specie that was
revealed in Western blot analyses using either anti-MOR or antiKOR antibodies (Fig. 1A, lanes 1 and 4, respectively). This molecular mass corresponds to that predicted for heterodimeric
MOR/KOR. MOR or KOR Western blots also revealed two
smaller molecular mass species of ≈60 and ≈45 kDa, which correspond to the molecular mass of glycosylated and nonglycosylated monomeric MOR or KOR, respectively. It is likely
that the presence of monomeric MOR in KOR immunoprecipitate and KOR in MOR immunoprecipitate (see below) resulted
from the partial dissociation of heterodimeric MOR/KOR during
processing subsequent to immunoprecipitation (IP) because the
monomeric species were not detected when cross-linking preceded IP. The intensity of the ≈120-kDa MOR/KOR Western
blot signal was reduced by >70% when gel electrophoresis was
performed under reducing conditions (5 mM DTT and 5 mM
iodoacetamide; Fig. 1A, lane 2). This reduction was accompanied
by an approximately onefold increase in the intensity of the ≈45kDa Western blot signal (Fig. 1A, lane 2 vs. lane 1), indicating that
the nonglycosylated monomeric MOR specie participated in
heterodimer formation. Speciﬁcity of Western blot signals was
indicated by their substantial reduction in intensity when preabsorbed anti-MOR or anti-KOR antibodies were used for
Western blot analysis (Fig. 1A, lane 3 vs. 1 and lane 5 vs. 4, respectively). Importantly, the presence of heterodimeric MOR/
KOR could also be demonstrated by using anti-MOR antibodies
(instead of anti-KOR antibodies) for IP, further substantiating the
MOR/KOR identity of the ≈120-kDa molecular mass (Fig. 1B).
Endomorphin 2 (EM2) Binds to MOR/KOR Heterodimer. To validate
the presence of a MOR protomer in the ≈120-kDa specie
immunoprecipitated with anti-KOR antibodies, we cross-linked
the highly MOR-selective agonist EM2 (10 nM) (18) with spinal
membranes before KOR IP. Immunoprecipitate so obtained was
subjected to parallel Western blot analyses by using either antiEM2 or anti-KOR antibodies. Western blots using either anti-
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Sexually dimorphic nociception and opioid antinociception is very
pervasive but poorly understood. We had demonstrated that spinal
morphine antinociception in females, but not males, requires the
concomitant activation of spinal μ- and κ-opioid receptors (MOR
and KOR, respectively). This ﬁnding suggests an interrelationship
between MOR and KOR in females that is not manifest in males.
Here, we show that expression of a MOR/KOR heterodimer is vastly
more prevalent in the spinal cord of proestrous vs. diestrous
females and vs. males. Cross-linking experiments in combination
with in vivo pharmacological analyses indicate that heterodimeric
MOR/KOR utilizes spinal dynorphin 1–17 as a substrate and is likely
to be the molecular transducer for the female-speciﬁc KOR component of spinal morphine antinociception. The activation of KOR
within the heterodimeric MOR/KOR provides a mechanism for
recruiting spinal KOR-mediated antinociception without activating
the concomitant pronociceptive functions that monomeric KOR
also subserves. Spinal cord MOR/KOR heterodimers represent
a unique pharmacological target for female-speciﬁc pain control.
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body revealed the ≈120-kDa signal, validating the presence of
a MOR protomer in the ≈120-kDa signal visualized with antiKOR antibodies (Fig. 1C), underscoring its MOR/KOR identity.
Expression of Heterodimeric MOR/KOR in Spinal Cord Is Sexually
Dimorphic and Dependent on Stage of Estrous Cycle. In the spinal

cord of proestrous females, the ≈120-kDa signal visualized with
either anti-MOR or anti-KOR antibodies was very robust (Fig.
2A). In contrast, in the spinal cord of males, the intensity of the
≈120-kDa band, visualized with either anti-MOR or anti-KOR
antibody, was dramatically less. On average, the density of the
≈120-kDa signal was approximately fourfold greater in spinal
cord of proestrous females vs. males (n = 4).
The relevance of circulating ovarian sex steroids to sexdependent expression of spinal MOR/KOR heterodimers was
investigated by comparing their expression in the spinal cord of
20116 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1009923107
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Fig. 1. Spinal MOR and KOR form heterodimers. (A) Immunoprecipitate
obtained from spinal cord membranes of a proestrous rat using anti-KOR
antibodies was Western blotted with anti-MOR or anti-KOR antibodies (lanes
1 and 4, n = 5). In addition to ≈45- and ≈60-kDa signals, a ≈120-kDa band was
visualized with either antibody. The intensity of the ≈120-kDa MOR signal
was reduced >70% (lane 2) when electrophoresis was performed under reducing conditions (n = 2). Lanes 3 and 5 demonstrate loss of MOR and KOR
Western blot signals, respectively, when using preabsorbed anti-sera. (B) The
≈120-kDa Western blot signal is observed in both MOR and KOR Western
blots of immunoprecipitates obtained by using either anti-MOR or anti-KOR
antibodies. (C) EM2 binds to MOR/KOR heterodimer. Spinal cord membranes
from proestrous female rats were incubated with EM2 (10 nM, 15 min) followed by cross-linking. Identical aliquots of KOR immunoprecipitate were
subjected to parallel Western blot analyses by using either anti-EM2 or antiKOR antibodies. Notably, 10 nM EM2 is 500-fold lower than its Ki for KOR.
Thus, the presence of an identical ≈120-kDa band in each Western blot that
corresponded to the MOR/KOR heterodimer suggests that EM2 can bind to
the MOR protomer in heterodimeric MOR/KOR (n = 3). WB, Western blot.
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Fig. 2. Spinal cord expression of MOR/KOR heterodimer is sexually dimorphic and dependent on stage of the estrous cycle. Immunoprecipitates
obtained by using anti-KOR antibodies from spinal cord of proestrous
females vs. males (A), proestrous vs. diestrous females (B), and ovariectomized females vs. males (C) were Western blotted using anti-MOR or antiKOR antibodies. (A) Levels of MOR/KOR heterodimers (≈120 kDa) were
strikingly higher in the spinal cord of proestrous females vs. males (n = 5). (B)
MOR/KOR heterodimer expression in spinal cord of females depends on the
stage of estrous cycle being approximately two- to threefold greater in the
spinal cord of proestrous vs. diestrous rats (n = 3). (C) The content of heterodimeric MOR/KOR in the spinal cord of ovariectomized females remains
greater (≈60%) than the content observed in the spinal cord of males (n = 3).
Because the spinal cord of males have greatly reduced levels of heterodimeric MOR/KOR, we used larger amounts of spinal cord membrane protein
from male rats [and therefore ovariectomized (OVX) animals] for IP as well
as a longer detection time for its Western blot analysis than was used for
spinal cord of diestrous rats. Consequently, the Western blots depicted in B
and C should not be used to compare diestrous vs. OVX conditions. Bar
graphs to the right of Western blot images illustrate corresponding quantiﬁcation of densitometric comparisons of Western blot signals. Data are
presented as mean ± SEM. WB, Western blot; Pro, proestrous; Di, diestrous.
Arrowheads denote MOR/KOR heterodimer.

proestrous vs. diestrous animals (Fig. 2B). Stage of cycle was
found to be a critical determinant of MOR/KOR dimeric expression, being approximately threefold greater in spinal cord
of proestrous vs. diestrous animals (n = 3). Notably, the content
of heterodimeric MOR/KOR remained signiﬁcantly greater
(≈60%; P < 0.05) in the spinal cord of ovariectomized female
rats vs. males (Fig. 2C; n = 3). This ﬁnding indicated that at least
a portion of the sexually dimorphic expression of spinal MOR/
KOR heterodimers was developmental in nature and parallels
our earlier ﬁnding that ovariectomized adult females retain the
Chakrabarti et al.

female phenotypic KOR component of spinal morphine antinociception (17).

the female-speciﬁc KOR component of spinal morphine antinociception.

Stage of Estrous Cycle Determines KOR Participation in Spinal
Morphine Antinociception. To assign functional relevance to spi-

The Intrathecal Application of KOR-Selective Agonists Do Not Produce
Antinociception Using the Tail Flick Assay. We investigated, in par-

nal cord heterodimeric MOR/KOR, we determined whether the
size of the KOR-mediated component of spinal morphine antinociception differed during proestrous vs. diestrous, i.e., whether it
varied in parallel with spinal MOR/KOR expression levels. Dependence on KOR was deﬁned as the component of spinal morphine antinociception that was eliminated by the i.t. application of
the KOR-selective antagonist nor-binaltorphimine (nor-BNI).
During diestrous, blockade of spinal KOR with i.t. nor-BNI produced a numeric reduction in the magnitude of spinal morphine
antinociception (≈30%) that did not reach statistical signiﬁcance
(Fig. 3A; P > 0.05; n = 7). During proestrous, however, blockade of
spinal KOR virtually abolished spinal morphine antinociception
(Fig. 3A; P < 0.001; n = 7). The parallel increase in nor-BNI
sensitivity and spinal expression levels of heterodimeric MOR/
KOR suggested that it could be the molecular transducer for

allel with biochemical studies described above, antinociceptive
responsiveness to the i.t. application of two KOR-selective agonists during proestrous to eliminate the possibility that spinal
monomeric KOR was responsible for the increased KOR component of spinal morphine antinociception. U50,488 and
U69,593 were selected because both have minimal afﬁnity for
MOR and, thus, would activate only monomeric KOR or possibly
the KOR protomer of the MOR/KOR heterodimer. In these
experiments, only a single concentration of U50,488H was tested
because this KOR-selective agonist was used to validate the negative results of others. Consistent with earlier reports (19–22),
neither U50,488H (300 nmol; n = 7) nor U69,593 (3, 10, 30, and
60 nmol; n = 4 for each dose) produced detectable antinociception by using the tail ﬂick test, the method used to assess
spinal morphine antinociception and its dependence on spinal
KOR. Because the tail ﬂick test does not detect putative antinociceptive contributions of monomeric KOR, it is highly unlikely
that monomeric KOR mediates the increased nor-BNI–sensitive
component of i.t. morphine antinociception, which was detected
by using that test.

A

Stage of Estrous Cycle Determines Dynorphin Contribution to Spinal
Morphine Antinociception. In an earlier report (17), this laboratory
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Fig. 3. Contribution of dynorphin/KOR (via MOR/KOR heterodimer) to spinal morphine antinociception is stage of cycle dependent. (A) Spinal morphine (5 μg i.t.) antinociception was quantiﬁed by using the tail ﬂick test
during diestrous and proestrus, 18 h or 30 min after the i.t. application of
either the KOR blocker nor-BNI (26 nmol) or afﬁnity puriﬁed anti-dynorphin
1–17 antibodies (200 ng), respectively. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM tail
ﬂick latency (n = 7). Attenuation of spinal morphine antinociception following either blockade of spinal KOR or the i.t. application of anti-dynorphin 1–17 antibodies is stage of cycle dependent. (B) Dynorphin 1–17 is
a substrate for MOR/KOR heterodimer. (Left) Spinal cord membranes of
a proestrous rat were incubated with 1 μM dynorphin 1–17 and subsequently
cross-linked. KOR immunoprecipitate was subjected to parallel Western blot
analyses by using either anti-dynorphin 1–17 or anti-KOR antibodies. The
≈120-kDa heterodimeric MOR/KOR was visualized by using either antibody
suggesting that dynorphin binds to the MOR/KOR heterodimer. (Right)
Spinal dynorphin 1–17 released by the i.t. application of morphine was crosslinked in vitro. Visualization of the ≈120-kDa heterodimeric MOR/KOR by
using anti-dynorphin 1–17 antibodies as well as anti-KOR antibodies indicates that dynorphin 1–17 is an in vivo substrate for the heterodimeric MOR/
KOR. Mor, morphine; WB, Western blot; anti-Dyn (DynAb), anti-dynorphin
antibodies.
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Dynorphin 1–17 Is a Substrate for Spinal MOR/KOR Heterodimers. To
validate the presumptive binding of dynorphin 1–17 to MOR/
KOR heterodimers, we incubated dynorphin 1–17 with spinal cord
membranes obtained from proestrous females, after which they
were exposed to the cross-linking reagent disuccinimidyl suberate
(DSS; see Materials and Methods and SI Materials and Methods
for details), immunoprecipitated using anti-KOR antibodies, and
subjected to Western blot analysis using anti-dynorphin antibodies. In addition to the expected ≈60-kDa Western blot signal
(monomeric KOR), a signal of ≈120 kDa was also observed (Fig.
3B). Importantly, identical signals were observed when an adjacent lane that contained an identical aliquot of immunoprecipitate
was subjected to parallel Western blot analysis using anti-KOR
antibodies (Fig. 3B). These results indicate that dynorphin is
a putative substrate for spinal heterodimeric MOR/KOR.
PNAS | November 16, 2010 | vol. 107 | no. 46 | 20117
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demonstrated that spinal dynorphin is a prerequisite for spinal
morphine antinociception in females. If the dynorphin/KOR
component of spinal morphine antinociception is mediated by
heterodimeric MOR/KOR, changes in expression levels of MOR/
KOR and effects of i.t. anti-dynorphin antibodies on spinal
morphine antinociception should vary in parallel. Accordingly,
effects of i.t. anti-dynorphin antibodies on spinal morphine antinociception was determined during proestrous vs. diestrous. The
dose of anti-dynorphin antibody used was based on an earlier
report from this laboratory (17). As was observed for i.t. nor-BNI,
the i.t. application of anti-dynorphin antibodies during diestrous
produced a numeric decrease in spinal morphine antinociception
(≈11%) that did not reach statistical signiﬁcance (P > 0.05; Fig.
3A). In contrast, during proestrous, i.t. anti-dynorphin antibodies
essentially abolished morphine antinociception (Fig. 3A; P <
0.001). Parallel changes in the magnitude of effects of i.t. antidynorphin antibodies, i.t. nor-BNI, and the spinal content of dimeric MOR/KOR suggest that spinal dynorphin acts on heterodimeric MOR/KOR to provide the required KOR component of
spinal morphine antinociception. Because we had demonstrated
that the i.t. application of preabsorbed anti-dynorphin antibody
did not alter spinal morphine antinociception in females (17), this
control was not repeated to validate conclusions.

Of critical importance, endogenous spinal dynorphin 1–17 is
also a substrate for the spinal MOR/KOR heterodimer. To demonstrate this attribute of dynorphin 1–17, we used i.t. morphine,
shown previously by this laboratory to release endogenous
dynorphin (17), which was then cross-linked in vitro and processed for KOR IP (Materials and Methods and SI Materials and
Methods). Dynorphin or KOR Western blot analyses of the above
immunoprecipitate also revealed a signal of ≈120 kDa (Fig. 3B),
identical to that observed in spinal cord incubated in vitro with
exogenous dynorphin 1–17. This ﬁnding validates that endogenous spinal dynorphin 1–17 is a substrate for heterodimeric
MOR/KOR because exogenous dynorphin was not administered
before cross-linking and the antibody used for Western blotting is
highly selective for dynorphin 1–17 vs. its truncated forms.
Discussion
Although it is now widely accepted that G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) can exist as heterodimers (or homodimers),
as well as monomers (23, 24), the functional signiﬁcance of GPCR
dimers remains unsettled. There are multiple putative consequences of heterodimeric formation: (i) ampliﬁcation of the potency of agonists selective for each protomer of a dimeric GPCR
(25); (ii) integration of the activity of their monomeric counterparts, i.e., occupation by a single drug of one protomer can exert
a positive or negative inﬂuence on binding to the other protomer of
the homo (hetero) dimer (26–28); (iii) altered β-arrestin binding
and, consequently, intracellular receptor trafﬁcking (29); and (iv)
acquisition of new G protein selectivity (28, 30, 31).
These data notwithstanding, the physiological relevance of dimeric GPCRs remains enigmatic because the vast preponderance
of experiments from which functional inferences have been drawn
use overexpressing cells maintained in culture. Such experiments
cannot shed any light on either the presence or physiological
regulation of dimeric GPCRs in the central nervous system or
their physiological/pathophysiological signiﬁcance.
This study not only demonstrates the presence of MOR/KOR
heterodimers in a naturally occurring integrated tissue but also its
sexually dimorphic presentation and regulation by ovarian sex
steroids. Although a portion of the sexually dimorphic presentation of heterodimeric MOR/KOR is genetic/developmental (resistant to ovariectomy), the striking inﬂuence of the stage of
the estrous cycle on spinal levels of heterodimeric MOR/KOR
reveals that its formation is dynamic and plastic, depending on
physiological status. This plasticity could suggest that the physiological signiﬁcance of spinal heterodimeric MOR/KOR is contextually determined and dependent on physiological state. This
perspective is supported by our ﬁnding that the MOR/KOR
heterodimer is differentially recruited by i.t. morphine depending
on sex and stage of estrous cycle, i.e., heterodimeric MOR/KOR
mediates the much larger KOR component of spinal morphine
antinociception that occurs during proestrous vs. diestrous.
Females have greater antinociception responsiveness to KOR
ligands than do males (11–14, 32), but compelling mechanistic
formulations have not undergirded these observations. Dimeric
MOR/KOR represents a female-speciﬁc signaling molecule that
could underlie reports of enhanced KOR antinociception in
women vs. men. This formulation is supported by (i) the femalespeciﬁc expression in spinal cord of heterodimeric MOR/KOR
that parallels the manifestation of a dynorphin/KOR component
of spinal morphine antinociception; (ii) the inability of either i.t.
U50,488 or U69,593, both of which activate monomeric KOR, to
produce antinociception by using the tail ﬂick test during proestrous, during which time the same nociceptive test indicates
a substantially augmented KOR component of spinal morphine
antinociception; and (iii) the absence of a dynorphin/KOR component of spinal morphine antinociception in males (17) despite
the presence in their spinal cord of monomeric KOR.
20118 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1009923107

We suggest that activation of the KOR protomer within the
MOR/KOR heterodimer (by dynorphin 1–17) concomitant with
the activation of its MOR protomer has effects not manifested
when monomeric KOR is activated alone. In this regard, it should
be noted that individual blockade of either spinal MOR or KOR
in females essentially abolishes i.t. morphine antinociception,
indicating the requirement for their concomitant activation (17).
It is possible, if not likely, that dynorphin 1–17 also binds and
activates the MOR protomer of the MOR/KOR heterodimer
given the high afﬁnity of dynorphin 1–17 for MOR (KI = 2.6 ± 0.9
nM) albeit less than that for KOR (KI = 0.3 ± 0.09 nM) (33).
Thus, dynorphin 1–17 signaling via spinal MOR/KOR heterodimers could enable the selective recruitment and integration
of two anatomically and functionally distinct opioid pathways by
using a single ligand, i.e., participating cells would be only those
that express both MOR and KOR.
There is precedent that heterodimers acquire novel pharmacological characteristics and functions not manifest by their component protomers. These characteristics include new selectivity of
G protein coupling (26, 30, 31, 34, 35), activation of new signaling
cascades (36), altered agonist afﬁnities (34), and altered intracellular trafﬁcking (37). These functionalities notwithstanding,
we do not yet know the particular attributes of the MOR/KOR
heterodimer, not shared by its KOR protomer when activated
individually, that are advantageous to the transduction of spinal
KOR antinociceptive signals. With current technology, it is not
possible to ascertain the fractions of the monomeric spinal MOR
and KOR populations that exist as heterodimers. Nevertheless,
heterodimers such as MOR/KOR may be part of a large heterooligomeric array, a small fraction of which could actually affect
functioning of the entire cluster, as has been suggested (38).
The enhanced formation of dimeric MOR/KOR during proestrus vs. diestrous indicates that ovarian sex steroids regulate
levels of MOR/KOR. This ﬁnding suggests that the role of MOR/
KOR in spinal antinociception could be related to reproductive
status. Sex-dependent differential attributes of spinal opioid antinociception may have evolved to better suit sex-dependent functions. The hunter/warrior function assumed by males predisposes
them to greater severity and frequency of traumatic injury and
attendant somatic pain than females. In contrast, the reproductive
function of females predisposes them to experience visceral pain
of greater severity and frequency than their male counterparts. We
envision that this differential vulnerability to painful experience
was a major driving force behind the evolution of sex-dependent
divergent antinociceptive systems. A heterodimeric MOR/KOR
antinociceptive pathway that is selectively recruited during recurrent physiological states could enable coping with the visceral
discomfort/pain associated with those conditions without compromising the ability to harness the more robust monomeric MORcoupled antinociceptive system, if needed.
The sex- and ovarian steroid-dependent recruitment of spinal
cord MOR/KOR heterodimers would provide a way to inﬂuence
the balance between antinociceptive vs. pronociceptive functions
of the spinal dynorphin/KOR opioid system, which has long been
debated. It is tempting to speculate that the chemical pairing of
KOR and MOR enables the recruitment of spinal KOR-mediated
antinociception without being compromised by the concomitant
pronociceptive functions that spinal KOR also subserves (see ref.
39 for review). Whereas antinociception would be favored by the
enhanced formation of heterodimeric MOR/KOR, its impaired
generation could be pronociceptive. Impaired formation of heterodimeric MOR/KOR could be a biological determinant of
a variety of chronic pain states that are vastly more pervasive in
women than men.
Materials and Methods
Please refer to SI Materials and Methods for a more extensive description of
the experimental procedures used.
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Membrane Preparation, IP, and Western Blot Analysis. Spinal cord membranes
were prepared and solubilized as described by this laboratory (see SI Materials
and Methods for references and detailed description). Brieﬂy, immunoprecipitates to be compared were always obtained and processed in parallel.
Two sequential IP procedures were performed by using either an N-terminally
directed anti-KOR antibody (aa 1–70; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or an antiMOR antibody generated against the carboxyl-terminal 50 aa of MOR (40)
(generously provided by Thomas Cote, Uniformed Services, University of the
Health Sciences, Bethesda, MD). This antibody was also used for MOR Western blotting. The ﬁrst IP was performed in solution as described (41) The
second IP used antibodies that were immobilized on columns, which were
prepared and eluted according to manufacturer (Pierce) instructions. The ﬁrst
IP (in solution) was used to concentrate MOR/KOR from a large amount
(400–600 μg) of membrane. The second IP, which used immobilized antibody,
enabled elimination of IgG, which would have confounded Western blot
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PHARMACOLOGY

Experimental Animals, Determination of Stage of Estrous Cycle, Adult Ovariectomy, i.t. Drug Administration, and Determination of Tail Flick Latency.
Experiments used male and female adult (250–300 g) Sprague–Dawley rats
(Charles River). The Animal Care and Use Committee of State University of
New York Downstate approved all experimental procedures. Histology of
vaginal smears was used to evaluate stage of cycle. Established procedures
were used to ovariectomize female rats, quantify tail ﬂick latency, and administer drugs to the i.t. space (see SI Materials and Methods for details
and references).

